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			you can be the change

			Create a kinder world for all.

		

	

	
		
			
				you can be the change

				Create a kinder world for all.

				
					Join the evolution
				

			

		

	


	
					

			


			
			
				
					
						Your free guide to helping animals, people and our planet.

						Get the guide
					

					

				
			

		

	






				


							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							



	
	

		Hear the latest from Australia’s voice for animals…
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					Live export
				
			Demand veterinarians accompany every live export shipment
		

		Hundreds of Australian cattle have died on board a live export ship, allegedly from a painful, fast-spreading disease – and there was no vet on board to help. Animals deserve better...

		28 March 2024


					
				Read more
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					Farmed animals
				
			Animals Australia is taking the fight for pigs to the Supreme Court
		

		4 December 2023
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					Shooting and hunting
				
			Vic Labor Government allows duck slaughter to continue
		

		31 January 2024
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					Emergency grants program
				
			Supporting Gaza’s only animal welfare organisation
		

		16 February 2024

	



									
	
		
			[image: After sheep and cattle are offloaded from the Bahijah, a ship that travels for three weeks from Australia to Israel with between 20,000 and 30,000 animals on board, they are loaded onto trucks that carry them either to quarantine, feed lots, or slaughter. Activists from The Animal Save Movement and Israel Against Live Shipment congregate at the exit from the port, to hold signs, demonstrate against live transport, and bear witness to the animals.]

		

	
	
					Live export
				
			Animals condemned to another month at sea
		

		1 March 2024

	



							

			
									
	
		
			[image: A young calf with their mouth open, the white of their eyes is visible (a sign of distress).]

		

	
	
					Compassionate living
				
			Help spare animals from suffering in slaughterhouses
		

		12 December 2023

	



									
	
		
			[image: Close up of an Eastern grey kangaroo joey with their head and arms poking out of their mother's pouch.]

		

	
	
					Shooting and hunting
				
			Urge Adidas to stop using kangaroos for shoes
		

		8 April 2024
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					Compassionate living
				
			Be their Hero
		

		16 January 2024
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					Government and policy
				
			Animals Australia CEO named Victoria’s Senior Australian of the Year
		

		15 November 2023

	



							

		


		
			View all latest
		


	







								

	



	

		
			You can take action for animals, immediately.

			One click can transform their future. Adding your voice could be the catalyst for life-saving change. You have the power; choose to be courageously kind today. 
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							Sign our petitions and call for change
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							Pledge to personally help animals
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							Lobby decision-makers
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							Expose animal cruelty and raise awareness
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							Support campaigns for kindness
						
					


		


	




	



						

				

	
	

		
			The best thing we can do for animals is to change the way we eat.

			Eating plant-based is also kinder to our planet and all the amazing species we share her with.
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						For animals

						Cruel industries from factory farming to live export are underpinned by consumer demand for meat and other animal products. Every plant-based meal helps free animals from systems of suffering. 

					

				

																
				
					
						[image: A baby koala on the back of his mother, both looking forward to the camera]

					

					
						For our planet

						Farming animals for food is the biggest driver of biodiversity loss and species extinction world-wide. 

					

				

																
				
					
						[image: Compassionate Living: A girl enjoying tomato in a park]

					

					
						For you

						Plant-based foods are not only delicious, but are packed full of vitamins and minerals that will boost your energy levels and help you feel great! A plant-rich diet is also a one-stop shop against chronic diseases.  

					

				

					


	







						

				

	

		
			It’s never been easier—or more important—
		


		
			Make the switch 
to veg.

			Explore a new way of living and eating that’s not only kinder, but delicious! 


			
				learn more
				BROWSE TASTY RECIPES 
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		Change begins with you


	

		
			Change begins with you.
			Change begins with you. 
		

	









						

							




	

		
			With your ongoing support, together we can create a more compassionate world.

		


		
							
					
						[image: Lyn White standing in front of animal rights activists that are carrying ban live export placards]

					
					Join us by becoming an Animals Australia Member
					By becoming an annual Member, you’ll play a crucial role in freeing animals from cruelty, and creating a kinder world for all.

					
						Become a Member
						
					
				

							
					
						[image: Cloesup of a sad and scared piglet looking to the camera]

					
					Make a monthly donation to help animals in need
					As a valued monthly donor, you’ll be enabling our life-changing campaigns and groundbreaking investigations. You’ll be the reason we can be where animals need us most.

					
						Become a monthly donor
						
					
				

							
					
						[image: A happy sheep enjoying a chin scratch by a gentle hand.]

					
					Leave a gift in your Will
					Many of our incredible supporters choose to extend a lifetime commitment to all animals by including Animals Australia in their Will. 

					
						Learn more about bequests
						
					
				

					


	







							


	
		
			
				Shop to help animals.

			

			
									Treats that save lives and gifts that give twice- 100% of proceeds from every item sold in our store fuel our campaigns, investigations and public awareness initiatives for animals. This is one shopping spree you can truly feel good about.

				
				Visit the Shop
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						Vegan treats
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						Clothing

					
				
	
					
						
							[image: Black drink bottle with silver base and lid. Print says 'Be kind' and includes the AA logo in orange]

						

						Home and kitchen
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						Symbolic adoptions

					
				


	





			

	

		
			
				How we illuminate the pathway to kindness…
				— for all living beings.
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				— for all living beings.

				Our vision is a world where kindness, compassion and respect extend to all living beings. And we understand that achieving our vision requires a transformation and elevation of human thinking.
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				We’re active wherever animals need 
a voice.
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							Live export
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							Factory farming
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							Farmed animals
							
						
					
									
						
							
								[image: A closeup of a kangaroo, looking curiously towards camera.]

							

						

						
							Wildlife
							
						
					
							

		

		
			
				From exposing the suffering inside factory farms to the cruelty of the live export trade, discover more about the issues that need your attention.

				
					VIEW ALL AREAS OF WORK
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						Since our first investigations, 
4 million fewer sheep are now exported from Australia annually.
					

									
						World-first investigations shine a global spotlight on Australia's cruel live export industry.
					

									
						Our unprecedented exposé on the cruelty of greyhound racing sparks widespread industry reform.
					

									
						Decades of our investigations and campaigns sees Australia announce an end to battery hen cages.
					

							

		


		


		
			A history of real and positive change for animals everywhere.

			Learn more about progress we've achieved for animals, all made possible through the unwavering compassion and commitment of our supporters.


			
				DISCOVER OUR IMPACT
			

		


	






	
	

							
			




	
		
			
				
					Hear from us when 
it matters.

					
						[image: A cute little lamb with its eyes closed resting on the shoulder of a person]


											

				

				
					Get the latest in news, issues, and things you can do to support a kinder world for all animals.
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						Unsubscribe at any time. Your details are safe, refer to our privacy policy

					

					
						
						Thank you for supporting a kinder world , we'll be in touch soon!
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					Animals Australia acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we work and live and we pay our respects to their Elders, past and present. 
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